IBC 2013
Kære kunde !
Nu da IBC 2013 er bag os vil vi gerne via denne mail vise dig de nyheder som Vocas viste
på udstillingen.
Kontakt os gerne for yderligere oplysninger, tilbud eller demonstration.

Med venlig hilsen
Team Holmberg

Universal shoulder base plate

First up is a new shoulder base plate based on the highly successful Vocas "shoulder base
plate for the Sony PMW-F5/F55".
This new variation features several improvements which makes this shoulder base plate
compatible with a lot more cameras such as the Canon EOS C100/C300/C500, Red
Scarlet/Epic and the Blackmagic Cinema Camera.

The specific product features are:


Height adjustable front 15mm rails



Optional rear 15mm rails (also height adjustable)



Horizontally adjustable soft rubber shoulder pad



Integrated rosette attachments



Integrated dove tail balance plate system for use on tri-pods



Also available with combined 15mm and 19mm rail front section
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More information about all the latest Vocas products can be found at www.vocas.com
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